
DAILY BASIS  ASSIGNMENT 

Date:21.04.2020       Class: VI                         Day: Tuesday 

 

 Subject : English 

 

 

                                                    MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

 

 

1) From the given alternatives, select the most appropriate choice. 

 

a)  Jatin is a very talented singer.  

i) Statement                                ii) Imperative Sentence 

      iii)  Interrogative Sentences         iv) Exclamatory sentences 

b)  What a lovely painting ! 

i) Imperative Sentence               ii) Exclamatory Sentence 

     iii)   Interrogative Sentence           iv) Statement 

c)  Tell me if you like the painting. 

i)  Statement                              ii) Imperative Sentence 

     iii)   Exclamatory Sentence         iv) Interrogative Sentences 

d)   Please, give me a pencil.  

      i)    Request                                 ii) Command 

    iii)   Advice                                  iv) Desire 

      e)   Manju gave me a book. 

      i)   Negative Sentence                        ii)  Affirmative Sentence 

     iii)  Both  (i)and (ii)                            iv)  None of these      

 

SUBJECT – MATHS 

1. The place value of 6 in numeral  2861920 is 

a. 6000             b. 6                   c. 60000                 d. 600000 

2. Roman numeral for 49 is 

a. XLIX            b. XXXIX        c. XCIX                 d. XXIX 

3. Hindu- Arabic numeral for XCIX is 



a. 59                 b. 69                  c. 99                     d. 89 

4. How many 5-digit numbers are there? 

a. 99999            b. 90000             c. 9000      d. 10000 

5. What is the numeral for twelve crore twelve lakh twelve thousand twelve 

a. 121212012     b. 120121212    c. 121201212    d.102121212 

 

SUBJECT—PHYSICS         DATE/DAY –21-4-2020/TUESDAY 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION (SELECT THE RIGHT OPTION) : 

1)The distance Delhi and Mumbai is usually expressed in units of  

a)  decametre  b)  metre  c)  centimetre  d)  kilometre  

2)One meter has 10 equal parts called------------- . 

a)  millimetres  b)  centimetres  c)  decimetres  d)  nanometres  

3)Standard (SI) unit of length is  -------------. 

a)  metre  b)  centimetre  c)  inches  d)  kilometre 

4)Which of the following is not a fundamental unit  

a)  metre  b)  kilogram  c)  Kelvin  d)  cubic metre 

5)Name the scientist who suggested MKS(metre,kilogram,second)vsystem which later became 

SI(International System of units)? 

a)  Isaac Newton  b)  Giovanni Giorgi   

c) Napolean Bonaparte  d)  Galileo Galilei      

  

Subject: -Chemistry                                Date - 21/04/2020            Day - Tuesday  

                                   Multiple Choice Question (MCQ)  

1. One of the following can make its food by using carbon dioxide , water and sunlight.  

(a) Ant  

(b) Algae  

(c) Alligator  

(d) Antelope  

  



2. One of the following could be an animal, this one is-  

(a) Cucumber  

(b) Crane  

(c) Cactus  

(d) Croton  

  

3. Which of the  following object is translucent?  

(a) Cloud   

(b) Card board   

(c) Glass  

(d) Groundnut oil  

  

4. One of the following is not an opaque object , this one is-  

(a) Ground glass   

(b) Brick  

(c) Book  

(d) Wood  

  

5. A piece of one of the following materials floats in water , this one is-  

(a) Wood  

(b) Soil  

(c) Chalk powder  

(d) Glass 

 

Subject-Biology            Date-21/4/2020  ( Tuesday)  
 

    Multiple choice questions :-  

1. Animals that feed only on plants are called  

a) Herbivores     b) Carnivores     c) Omnivores   d) Scavengers  

2. Which one of the following is not a ‘food producer’?     

a) Wheat plants    b) green grass      c) grasshopper       d) mango tree 

 3. One of the following organisms is not a consumer. This organism is :  

a) giraffe        b) grasshopper      c) goat        d) grass   



4. One of the following foods is not obtained from animals. This food is :  

a) honey       b) milk       c) maize      d) mutton  

5. Which one of the following is a herbivore?  

a) Kingfisher         b) camel      c) cat        d) hawk  

   

 

SUBJECT: SST                               DATE:   21st April  2020 

                    MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

 

1. A person who studies the past is 

    a ) archaeologist  b) historian  c) astronaut 

2 . Buildings of historical importance are called 

    a) monuments  b) edicts  c) inscription 

3 .The study of coins is known as 

    a) epigraphy  b) numismatics c) history 

4 . The Science which studies the excavated remains of the past  

      a) History   b) Zoology  c) Archaeology 

5 . . History is divided into  how many parts? 

    a) 1    b) 3   c) 2 

 

SUBJECT : COMPUTER 

 

Multiple choice questions (select the correct one):- 

   

1. To translate Assembly Language into Machine Language we need ______.  

a) Interpreter   

b) Compiler       

c) Assembler    

d) None of these 

 

2. To translate High Level Language into Machine Language whole at once we need 

_________.  

a) Interpreter   



b) Compiler       

c) Assembler    

d) None of these 

 

3. To translate Low Level Language into Machine Language line by line we need 

_________.  

a) Interpreter   

b) Compiler       

c) Assembler    

d) None of these 

 

4. Assembly Language is the example of _______ Generation of Programming 

Language. 

a) 2nd   

b) 3rd        

c) 5th      

d) None of these 

 

5. High Level Language is the example of _______ Generation of Programming 

Language. 

a) 2nd   

b) 3rd        

c) 5th      

d) None of these 
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